We make digital products and experiences that have a lasting
impact
TechFabric helps progress digital transformation by building robust software applications that scale extremely well on
demand, yet prove fault-tolerant, and secure. We partner with your existing IT teams to deliver innovative custom
software, so your team can focus on what truly matters.

CUSTOM WEB, MOBILE & CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
Through the power of Microsoft Azure, using Microservices and API-led connectivity approach, we develop solutions
that empower your business and achieve tangible results: increased revenues, productivity, and customer loyalty.
TechFabric architects devise efficient application development strategies to automate business processes and deliver
amazing user experiences through cutting edge Microsoft technologies and best practices.

•

•
•

Focusing on the customer, we
design your customer’s journey,
optimizing every touchpoint for
convenience and delight

•

Websites, apps, interfaces, AI
and more.

•

We engineer secure data
architectures

•

We are a full-service product
strategy, design and development
partner

•

Then we build powerful, real-time
and dynamic visualization tools

•

Next, we develop actionable
insights and help clients identify
and tackle the problems they
need to solve

•

We use AI and Machine Learning
to create intelligent customer
experiences.

We synthesize research, mapping
data to the customer journey

•

We design and roadmap multichannel solutions throughout the
journey

Multidiscipline designers create
solutions, using agile, iterative
processes

•

As products enter the market, we
use real-time data to develop and
deploy new features

“

Data Science

Digital Products

Customer Experience

Tech Fabric revolutionized Automotive Auctions Platform
“Leveraging cloud-native technologies of Microsoft Azure, TechFabric
built our new automotive auctions platform used by many credit unions
across United States to auctions vehicles to their members. The new
platform is super fast, scalable and provides amazing user experience to
our customers delivering outstanding ROI to our bottom line.”
- Jerry Neemann, CEO, CUAuctions.com
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TechFabric’s Cloud Strategy

Tech Fabric builds new Auto Refinance Platform on Microsoft Azure

•

Leveraging the power of Azure, Tech Fabric builds new Refi Platform used by Loan Consultants

•

Implemented Robotic Process Automation using Power Automate, Functions, Logic Apps, PowerApps etc...

• Setup robust and secure infrastructure using Azure networking and virtual networks
•

Created scalable architecture using Service Fabric, App Services, .NET Core, C#, Typescript etc.,

•

We cultivate expertise in every stage of product creation, resulting in extraordinary digital experiences.

“One thing about the TechFabric team that stands out is their dedication and commitment.
They’ve always been available when we needed them, and they provide right solutions to
problems. Honestly, I feel like they’re an extension of our team, helping us fill the gaps from
product management to design and development of solutions using Azure.”
- Mark Lindley, Managing Director of IT and Systems,
iLendingDirect.com
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